
Decision

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Order Instituting Rulemaking to Integrate 
;iiul Re line Procurement Policies Mild 
Consider Long-Term Procurement Plans.

Rulemaking 1 0-05-006 
(filed Max 6. 2010)

1

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF WOMEN’S ENERGY MATTERS 
AND DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM OF WOMEN’S

ENERGY MATTERS

(laimanl: Women's l.nergx Matters l or contribution to 1)1201033 and 1)1204046 (R1005006) 
and R0S02007 (closed without decision)

Claimed (S): SSI.745.00 Awarded (S):

Assigned Commissioner: Michael I’eexev Assigned AI..I: Peter Allen. Victoria KolaUowski 
(R1005006): Carol Brown (R0S02007)

J
Jml.

I hereby certify that the information I have set forth in Parts I, II, and III of this Claim is trueto my best 
knowledge, information and belief. I further certify that, in conformance with the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, this Claim has been served this day upon all required persons (as set forth in the Certificate of 
Service attached as Attachment 1).________ ________________________________________________

Signature: /s/Barhara George

Date: 6/25/12 Printed Name: Barbara George

PART I: PROCEDURAL ISSUES (to be completed by Claimant except where 
indicated)

A. Brief Description of Decisions: 1)1201033 was lho decision in Track 2. the “lOl’s bundled 
plans." 1)1204046 was the decision in Track 1. the 
"sxsiem plans."

3

In this request. WLM also claims compensation lor our 
work in the prior I.TPP proceeding. R0N02007. which 
ended without issuing mix decision. The Commission has

i The prehearing conference in R0802007 was held April 2, 2008; WEM timely filed its 
NOI on May 2, 2008. Decision 0801017 (January 10, 2008) in A0702032 et al. ruled that
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allowed parties to request compensation in subsequent 
proceedings lor work that was unresolved in earlier 
dockets, especialk when there wasn't an\ decision in the 
earlier docket.

B. Claimant must satisfy intervenor compensation requirements set forth in Public 
Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812:

Claimant CPUC Verified

Timely filing of notice ofiiiteiit to claim compensation (NOI) (jj I S04(a)):

1. Date of Prehearing Conference: ft 14 104
2. Other Specified Date for NOI:

3. Date NOI Filed: 7 14 10

4. Was the NOI timely filed?
Showing of customer or customer-related status (§ 1802(b)):

5. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:
mm5 6. Date of ALJ ruling:

7. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): 1)1005040

8. Has the Claimant demonstrated customer or customer-related status?
Showing of ‘"•significant financial hardship** (jj 1802(g)):

9. Based on ALJ ruling issued in proceeding number:6
10. Date of ALJ ruling:

11. Based on another CPUC determination (specify): D11)1005040; 1)1202034

12 12. Has the Claimant demonstrated significant financial hardship?
Timely request for compensation ($ 1804(c)):

13. Identify Final Decision: 1)1204040jmj

14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision: 4 24 12

15. File date of compensation request: 0 25 12

16. Was the request for compensation timely?

WEM met the customer status and financial hardship requirements and was eligible for
intervenor compensation (pp. 3-4).
2 .Rule 1.15 Computation of Time states: When a statute or Commission decision, rule, order, or ruling 
sets a time limit for performance of an act, the time is computed by excluding the first day (i.e., the day of 
the act or event from which the designated time begins to run) and including the last day. If the last day 
falls on a Saturday, Sunday, holiday or other day when the Commission officers are closed, the time limit is 
extended to include the first day thereafter.
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C. Additional Comments on Part I (use line reference # as appropriate):

# Claimant CPUC Comment
8 1)1201033 (Track 2) was silent as to inadvertent or planned nuclear sluildown 

ami replacement, which was a considerable part of WliM's work in that track. 
W e waited to lile lor compensation til the Track I decision, believing that it 
might be more likely to address the issue 
the 5-23-1 1 hearing that Track 1 would be a more appropriate place to address 
nuclear issues. 5-23-1 1 Transcript, pp. 30-37 (see further discussion of this 
hearing below).
The final decision in Track 1 noted only. "Reid and Women's Iinergy Matters 
argue that the proposed decision should have addressed issues they raised 
relating to the continued use of nuclear power. While issues relating to the 
need for various generation resources are appropriate to address in an 1/11*1* 
proceeding, those issues have been deferred as a result of the settlement, and 
accordingly it is reasonable to not address them in this decision.” 1)1204040.
pp. 68-60.
Indeed, the successor I.TPP. R 1203014 is considering the issues of nuclear 
power shutdown and replacement resources. WT.M’s procedural 
accomplishments in the R1005000 proceeding were substantial, as our work 
established that nuclear issues are indeed relevant to the I.TIM’ and are 
appropriate to be considered here. Although there was no final decision on 
nuclear power issues (other than PG&I/s nuclear fuel contract), we believe 
that the Commission should award full compensation for WliM's work in this 
area. Alternatively. the Commission could consider compensation for our 
nuclear-related work in R I005006 after a decision on those matters in 
R 1203014. However, the earliest decision in that case is expected in late 
2012.

based on the AIJ's statement in

I lav ing to wail so long for compensation for work done in R 100500b would be 
contrary to the Intervenin' Compensation statute, which requires CPl 'C to 
administer its provisions in a wav that cncniirtigcs parlies' effective and 
efficient participation, PC Code $1 SOI.3(h).______________________________
The following; is a list of WKM's filings in KI005006: 
2010
7-0-10 WliM Amended Reply I.TPP lili.pdf
2011
2-24-1 1 Wl.M Amended PI IC siatemeni.pdf
(Note: the original PMC statement had two attachments, the ISO- New 
lingland Manual for Measurement of Demand Resources, and a 4-pg. extract 
from ISO-Nl/s power point report on its 2000 forward Capacity Auction: per 
A I..I request we re-ft led the PI IC' statement with links to these documents 
instead of attachments.)
5-11-11 WIA1 s Reply testimony .pdf
5-23-1 1 WliM Testimony Track 2 Alternative Bundled Procurement Plan- 
errata.pdf (original filing May 4. 2012)
(with Attachment A CA lixeess linergv W ithout Nuclear.pdO___________
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5-23-1 1 \\T.M Response lo P(i<.Nh-SCh Motion to Strike.pill' 
N-4-1 1 \\ TA1 Testimony Truck I and III.pill'
9- 10-1 1 WEM opening brie I'Track I & III.pill'
10- 3-1 I WEM Reply BriefTraeks I & III.pill'
12-5-11 WEM Reply re PI) Track II.pill'
2012
3-12-12 W I-M Comment 1*1) Track l.pilf 
3-10-12 WEM Reply Comments.pill'

I lie following is a list of W'KM's tilings in K0K02007:
R0K02007 WEM minus
2009
8-21-09 WEM Comment I.TPP Planninu Stanilarils.pilf 
(with Altaeliment A New lmiilanil ISO I!I- Manual.pill') 
cS-31-09 WI AI Reply I.TPP Planninu Standards.pdf

The following is a list of WEM’s Exhibits in R1005006:

Document
Date \dniission

Exhibit Number Description TrackParty
Dale

Women Energy
Matters’
Testimony:
WEM’s
Alternative
Bundled
Procurement Plan 
for Bundled 
Track II (Errata 
dated 5/23/11; 
Attachment 1 
dated 5/4/11)

5/23/11 5/23/11800WEM II

Women Energy 
Matters’ Reply 
Testimony

5/11/11 5/23/11801WEM II

Women Energy 
Matters’ Opening 
Testimony in 
Track 1 and III

8/4/11 8/17/11802WEM I, III

WEM’s 7-6-11 
Comments to 
CEC on the DG

WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/15/11 via email service 
to service list but this exhibit was

8/15/11803WEM I
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Workshop 
[quoting PG&E’s 
11 General Rate 
Case testimony 
regarding 
customer-side 
solar and energy 
efficiency]

not moved to the record.

PG&E’s
responses to five 
WEM data 
requests in this 
proceeding

8/15/11 8/17/11804WEM I

CAISO’s 
Responses to 
WEM’s Data 
Requests

8/16/11 8/17/11805WEM I

ISO New 
England Manual 
for Measurement 
and Verification 
of Demand 
Reduction Value 
from Demand 
Resources 
Manual M- 
MVDR

8/16/11 8/17/11806WEM I

IOUs 2010-12 
Proposed 
Program Budgets 
for Energy 
Efficency, from 
Appendix 1-2-3 
to D0909047, pp. 
1-9. (in 
A0807021)

WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/16/11 via email service 
to service list but this exhibit was 
not moved to the record.

8/16/11807WEM I

WEM requested to have this exhibit 
marked on 8/16/11 via email service 
to service list but did not request to 
have this exhibit moved to the 
record.

SCE’s response 
to WEM’s Data 
Request Q-3 8/16/11808WEM I
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PART II: SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION (to be completed by Claimant except 
where indicated)

A. In the fields below, describe in a concise manner Claimant’s contribution to the 
final decision (see § 1802(i), § 1803(a) & D.98-04-059). (For each contribution, 
support with specific reference to the record.)

Showing 
Accepted 
byCPUC

Contribution Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision

9

.Yote: Generally, in this section, we first 
address 117:3/\ contributions to 
1)1201033, the Truck 2 decision on 
bundled procurement plans, then onr 
contributions to I) 1204046, and finally 
our earlier contribution in the prior
l tpp, imo2otr.

The AI..I filial 2-10-12 that parties could 
propose an alternant e bundled resource 
plan and or comment on the utilities' 
bundled procurement plans. 1)1201033 
stated. "The chances to the utilities' 
procurement authority that are made in this 
decision are larycly technical revisions ... 
and clarifications based on past experience 
and issues raised by the parlies.” 1)1201033. 
p. 4.
While WI-.M is not specifically mentioned 
as one of "the parlies.” we clearlv raised 
issues that contributed to the decision, as we 
describe below in this Request.

W1A1 submitted an Alternative Handled 
Procurement Plan to provide a more 
cohesive vision of how procurement issues 
could be addressed in wavs that belter 
fulfill CA's clean resource yoals.

The ('onunission Inis /omul:
PCuViI: arctics that W1:M did not make a 
substantial contribution to D.07-12-052 and 
asserts the follow iny: I) The fact that 
W1A1 is only referral to once in D.07-12- 
052 shows that WI1M did not make a 
substantial contribution to the proceediny:
2) The testimony WIA1 submitted consisted 
of unsupported and speculative statements 
that was neither cited nor referral to in 
D.07-12-052
issues that were outside the scope ol'lhe 
heariny...
The flaw we find in PCi&li's aryument is 
three-fold. I;irs(. P(’uk:l: parses and

3) WTAl often focused on
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selectively reviews WTlM's participation. 
Second, the fact that WT.M is not 
specifically credited with makiny a 
substantial contribution on a particular issue 
does not mean that a substantial 
contribution was not made. Where a 
decision states a position that is consistent 
with that asserted by a parly we may infer 
that the parly made a contribution on that 
issue. 1)0904043. pp. 6-7 (emphasis added).

The interscnor compensation statute. PI' 
Code 1802(i) stales in part:
''Substantial contribution" means that, in 
the judgment of the commission, the 
customer's presentation has substantially 
assisted the commission in the makiny of 
its order or decision because the order or 
decision has adopted in whole or in part 
one or more factual contentions, loyal 
contentions, or specific policy or 
procedural recommendations presented by 
the customer."

WT.M made a major procedural 
contribution by aryuiny for the 
Commission to consider nuclear power in 
the context ofthe l.TPP. which was 
accepted. WT.M 5-24-1 I Reply to 
Ctililies' Motions to Strike (all), and B. 
(ieorye oral aryumenl in 5-23-1 1 lleariny. 
While the AI..I suyyesied that the issue 
miylil be more pertinent to Track 1 than 
Track 2. we aryued lor addressiny nuclear 
issues as soon as possible.
Tiny v Knsic.nlly.’. v:isiyiny44We 44 Knvcy y 
here. v y.We.4 Timldy 4Kike4Viiii.v;.=■.lvt>rriblc 
slee144lii44Hie44J4ln>111u 14 4 Hi k i 11 yy list 
know, y lieenuse 4 4 ifil4’ 4 Kml lit net ion y. y ti 
which.'-’ y.fire4y iibmil 4 ’lab 4 4 Kr^yklvISiSiy 
some,.’ ' you4 ’ Enow,y.4i2hi'lh(]imke.44'14 
catastrophe.y.404 So 4.=■'Puny y.Holy 4ftoco 
snyinyy. ' Hint...the v yEommissiony 41'Sy!: 
tnke 4y.Hiesey.iresc>lircufs4l’l4y 1 Bliliie,y:y'Stho 
would .'4 " ke tin inly:’y keeommeiul 4 4 Hint. ’ 
| W | lm 14 4 tve.4 y aire 4 4 fimposi ny y. 4 Is v. y. H 
lmd 4 y.i£y. 4 n 4 4 Sir4 ’iVlm14 iiHifflffBo4

At the May 23. 201 1 heariny. AL.I Allen 
ruled that the issue of nuclear power was 
xxxin-seope relevant to procurement and 
that xx.xlie would hear parties could submit 
aryuments in this proceeding.

The AI..I first stated:
"I may want to hear a little more on this, 
because. Ms. (ieorye. a couple of tliinys. 
One of them is this track. Track II. as I 
indicated, was this is a relatively short-term 
look and is desiyned not to result in new 
steel in the yround. Which by the same 
token I think would lend to mean we arc not 
takiny major chunks of steel out of the 
yround.
Now . the question of more steel in the 
yround and more steel out ofthe yround I 
think could be a more relevant issue for 
Track I...
If your testimony is desiyned as basically 
providiny kind of a yeneral policy yuidance 
for the Commission in this procccdiny as 
we move forward, these arc overarchiny 
principles to keep in mind, then I would be 
inclined to leave your testimony in place. " 
5-23-1 I I leariny ’Transcript, pp. 35-3b.

At the heariny the AI..I denied utilities' 
Motion to Stroke, meaniny that WliM's 
Track 2 testimony on nuclear issues was 
indeed admissible:
"I think what I'm yoiny to do basal on what 
I've hcaril and my readiny is I'm yoiny to 
deny I’CiiNIi's motion to strike the testimony 
of Women's Hneryy Matters." Ibid. p. 41.
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resource's"’ 'v.W'cf^ltfl'HifnkV.vifliemselves:'. 
line, v tirv >.ifv .v.tfuw ■ Commission ’ vUiec 
was T '.’ijiruilenl v ?K) ?: Eike.’. v^ie v.kLop, 
decided vA’ Lb v'.v.Jirolocl.vA.’.Ks =’ ■'.kharehold 
Siivinj*ALbem.v vUie"’. /Knibarrassmenl. 
problem.v; =■ Kf.v: .vjftnfv ' know, v. vU:v; YEu.e 
h.idn’l'=■:.=■:KeenjalaiilicBdr, A v;Hie n T Afcve 
lie A •’ ilble v v Lb A v Hike A v bliaf ’ >:klep;V =10 
made A v iliny v v.kind.Aiaf A Vplans, v.&e?.i 
2\\:u O.11 A ^.Hearing.AIf!ranseript,'L^Mp’"

Throughout our testimony. briefs and 
hearings. WTAI discussed die neeil to 
create a plan lor clean replacement 
resources for nuclear power, because they 
could shut down at any moment either 
in an unexpected outage or in the event that 
the state decided they were not needed 
because of reliability and or cost concerns. 
\Yc pointed out that the sudden loss of such 
large units could create emergency 
reliability problems, especially if a nuclear 
outage persisted through hot summer 
months without sufficient advance 
planning. W e also discussed the high costs 
of dealing with this problem in an 
emergency, and the potential for 
catastrophic reliability problems and costs 
if a nuclear disaster occurred because of 
earthquakes, tsunamis, equipment failures 
or human errors, b.g. WTAI 5-23-1 I 
Testimony Track I. pp. 8-10. WTAI 8-4-1 1 
Testimony Track 1. pp. 24-30. WT.Y1 10-3- 
II Reply Uriel Track l.pp. lb-22.

As news dribbled out about the ongoing 
I'likusliima disaster. WTAI provided 
updates on the negative impacts on Japan's 
electricity reliability and costs, and overall 
economic woes resulting from the 
I'ukushima disaster pointing out that ( A 
could experience similar problems if ( A 
nuclear reactors became similarly disabled.

We analyzed why utilities assume that 
replacement of nuclear power will be so 
expensive and time consuming: pursuant to 
\R( guidelines, they assume they must

file ’I"rack 2 decision was silent on the 
nuclear issues raised by WTAI: the Track I 
decision mentioned that these issues were 
left unresolved because of the settlement, 
and would be deferred to the next 1 /f 1*1* 
proceeding (see section marked with red S. 
above).

Subsequently flic OIK lor the successor 
l/fl’P proceeding. R 1203014. rccogni/cd 
the neeil to consider nuclear shutdown and 
replacement issues, and also slated that the 
record in R 100500b would be incorporated 
into the new proceeding.
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use a single resource as an alicrnaii\c to 
nuclear power, which pushes them towards 
natural gas or coal, rejecting all clean 
resources. WT.M Replv to PI) Track l.p. 
xxx

The Track 2 division emlorseil the Planning 
assumptions as follows:
"Accordingly, the record in this proceeding 
relies heavily upon the suuulardi/ed 
planning assumptions that the utilities were 
required to use in preparing their proposed 
procurement plans... While we should not 
force utility procurement to precisely 
conform to the siandardi/cd planning 
assumptions, the utilities cannot just 
disregard the standardi/cd planning 
assumptions anil procure whatever they 
want.” I) 1201 doe pp. 0-7.

WLM recommended adoption of the 
slandardi/ed planning assumptions. We 
discussed the large glut of power in 
California currentlv. which will persist 
through 2020. 5 23 1 1 Track 2 Testimonv. 
p. 5. We also created the "Lxcess Lnergv 
with Nuclear Power" chart based on the 
CPI :C's assumptions attached to the 2-10
1 I Ruling, which vve submitted as an 
attachment with WlAI's 5-23-1 1 
Testimonv. Our chart graphical!) 
illustrated the energy glut in California, 
demonstrating that the stale would still 
have 4b”.i more power than it needs in 
2021. even if both CA nuclear power plants 
were retired.

WI-.M's work on development of planning 
assumptions, particular!) with regard to 
Id-, began in R0N02007 and continued in 
R1005000. Tor example. WLM 7-9-10 
Replv (amended). (Also see last item, 
below, re R0N02007)

1)1201033 ordered utilities to follow the 
Loading Order, clarified that it is "ongoing" 
ami discussed at length how to apply the 
loading order including with regards to LL. 
1)1201033. pp. 10-22." "

Throughout both tracks of R1005000 and 
the prior l.TPP R0K02007. WLM discussed 
the Loading Order at length and 
recommended specific wavs to cut through 
barriers to the use of all grid-reliable 
resources in procurement. We focused 
particular!) on ensuring that the Loading 
Order applies in an ongoing wav to LL. I)(i 
and small renewables, contrarv to utilities' 
assumptions that alter the) meet their 
preferred resource targets set in other 
proceedings, from then on the) can procure 
conventional resources. See. e.g. WLM 
Testimonv Track 2. pp. 10-21.0-20-1 1 
WLM Track 2 Opening Brief, p. 4-20. 0
30-1 1 WLM Track 2 Reply Brief, p. 10.

We noted the utilities' opposition to the 
loading order in hearings, e.g. WLM

''(liven the differing interpretations of the 
loading order offered in this proceeding, it 
is important that vve clarify the correct 
implementation of the loading order... 
Accordingly, to clarify the Commission's 
position, vve express!) endorse the general 
concept that the utility obligation to follow 
the loading order is ongoing. The loading 
order applies to all utility procurement, 
even if pre-set targets lor certain preferred 
resources have been achieved.” 1)1201033. 
p. 20. COL 7 and OR5 made similar
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Opening Uriel'. Track l.p. IN. statements.
The Track I decision reiterated the prex ions 
decision's commitment lo the loudinu order. 
P-45. ^
The Track 2 decision recoyni/ed the 
potential lor utilities lo miss their yoals. 
uryed them not to pretend to ha\e met them, 
and took the additional step of requiriny 
them lo make up short falls under certain 
circumstances.
The decision's language echoed WTAl's 
concerns and recommendations:
"Onr priority here is ensuring that there is 

adequate overall procurement within the 
requirements of section 454.5.1-or example, 
if the Commission, in an energy cfficicncx 
proceeding. ordered the utilities lo obtain 
1000 units of energy efficiency, that onlcr is 
still in effect, anil the utilities still need lo 
comply w ilh that order. Mill if for some 
reason the utilities only obtained WO units 
of energy efficiency, the utilities do not 
need lo pretend that they actually got 1000 
and refrain from procurement to make up 
the shortfall, for procurement purposes, the 
utilities need lo make up the shortfall, flic 
utilities may liaxe to explain lo the 
Commission elsewhere why they failed lo 
comply with the encryx efficiency 
requirement, but if the procurement needed 
lo make up the shortfall is w iiliin the 
parameters specified in this decision, for 
procurement purposes the utilities do not 
need lo seek Commission approval for the 
variation." 1)1201055. p. 22.
While WTAI is not speciIlealK mentioned, 
it is clear that \Yf\l contributed 
substantial!) lo the Commission's thinkiny 
on this issue.

WfM discussed the fact that llicCPlC's 
independent I Alik: Y reports on 2006-0N 
slated that IT results fell far short of the 
yoals. differiny significant!) from the 
encryx cfficicncx accomplishments 
claimed b\ utilities, which formed the basis 
of a bitterly contested 5-5 IT! decision 
(1)1012040). W e cited (irueneich's dissent 
to IOC IT exayyerations in p. IS. In. 12.

In main filinys in this case, we warned that 
there is a lack of enforcement and 
aecounlabilit) for IT. results, which could 
result in procurement shortfalls. W'c 
pointed out that utilities resist orders in the 
IT proceedinys to make up shortfalls. C.y. 
WTAI Openiny Testimonx in Track 2. pp. 
10-20. " ’

On the other hand. W'lAI noted the 
potential for IT saxinys lo be much larger 
than current yoals. and contribute much 
more to procurement. W'e prox ided a chart 
show iny that independent, non-utilitx IT 
proyram proxiders in Texas achiexe 4.5 x 
the sax inys per dollar as California. W'lAI 
5-11-11 Rcplx Testimonx Track 2. p. 5. 
Thus. W'l AI demonstrated that lOl 's could 
in fact make up past shortfalls.

W'e discussed procurement-related IT 
issues further in our Oct. 5. 201 I Replx 
Uriel', includiny a detailed anal) sis of the 
Incremental IT Report, pp. 1-lb.

It is clear that W'l AI made significant 
contributions to these proceedinys w ilh 
reyards lo IT.

At the 5-25-] 1 Ileariny. PCiikT specilleallx 
asked the .ludye to strike the portions of 
W I Al's testimonx pertaininy to encryx 
cfficicncx and the interconnection problems 
of small renewables (Rule 21). The judge 
denied POikT's request, 5-25-1 1__________

W'lAI prox ided the Commission with 
alternalixe niethodoloyx such as ISO-New 
Imyland's Manual for Measurement of 
Demand Side Resources, the use of w Inch 
would ensure more robust, yrid-reliable IT
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alternatives to current Lb. programs. ;is well 
as l)(l. Links to ISO-NL resources, 
including its Manual anil Lorwanl Capacilv 
Auction were included in WLM's 2-24-1 1 
Amended PI 1C Statement, p. 3. as well as 
5-23-1 I \\ 1AI Teslimonv Track I. pp. 18-

Transcript. p. 41.

19.

WLM’s Teslimonv also described the 
interconnection problems of small 
renewables (Rule 21), Ibid, pp. 13-14.

The R()X02()07 proceeding mainlv 
addressed Standardized Planning 
Assumptions. This work was further 
developed in R I005006.

WLM's participation in R0S02007 raised 
issues of the loading order in procurement, 
particularly bnergv bfficiencv. Lor 
example, this is the first I.TPP where we 
submitted the ISO-New Lngland Manual 
for Measurement of Demand Resources in 
capacilv markets. WT.M Comment I.TPP 
Planning Standards, 8-21-09,____________

B. Duplication of Effort (§§ 1801.3(f) & 1802.5):

Claimant CPUC Verified

10 a. Was the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) a party to the 
proceeding?____________________________________________

\es

b. Were there other parties to the proceeding with positions similar to 
yours?_____________________________________________________

yes

e. If so. provide name of oilier parlies:

Pacific I’m imnmcnl. Sierra Club. ('MIL ft RN. (ireen Power Institute. Jail Reid.

d. Describe how von coordinated with DRA and oilier parlies lo avoid duplication or 
how your participation supplemented, complemented, or contributed lo that of 
another parly:

WLM has pioneered the effort lo ensure that procurement follows the loading order, 
through three procurement dockets: our work (particularly on energy efficiency) has 
informed most of the other parties w ho are now joining us to address this issue in the
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l.Tl’P. I inch ol'us has different lypcs of expertise lhal \\c bring In Ivar in differenl 
ways. While DRA anil oilier parlies in this proceeding limileil llieir work lo 
analy/ing I he utilities' plans. WIA1 also provided a comprehensive vision of 
praelieal alternatives in onr Allernale Procurement Plan. WIiM's energy efficiency 
anal\sis was unique in several ways. Ibrexample lhal il offered a detailed, insider's 
view of ihe inputs lo Ihc nneommilled energy elTieieney report, which add lo ils 
uncertainly, and I he nlililies' failure lo meet (heir targets according lo I he CPl'C 
staff anil consultants evaluation. measuremenl \erifiealion reporls (IA1AY).
W1A1 also provided perspeeli\es on how oilier slates are fully incorporating IT!. I)R 
and IXi resources into procurement. We analy/ed wlial needs lo change in I he 
measuremenl of I!\1A\ anil accountability of Id ! providers lo meet llieir largels. in 
order for l!l! lo he grid-reliable.

Wl!\l discussed our approach lo llie nuclear issues with Jail Reid. While Reid 
proposed a new proceeding lo discuss all nuclear issues. WI!\1 recommended the 
I.TI’P proceeding as ihc appropriate place lo consider replacement resources for 
nuclear power, as well as ihc inadvcrlenl or planned shulilow n of nuclear power 
plains.

C. Additional Comments on Part II (use line reference # or letter as appropriate):

# Claimant CPUC Comment
II

PART III: REASONABLENESS OF REQUESTED COMPENSATION (to be
completed by Claimant except where indicated)

A. General Claim of Reasonableness (§§ 1801 & 1806):

a. Concise explanation as to how the cost of Claimant’s participation 
bears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate)
Wl!\l introduced eosi-effeelive alternatives lo eurrenl procurement 
planning, including "systems thinking" and belter ways lo incorporate 
"loading order" resources (Demand Side and Distributed (ieneralion 
technologies) w hicli ha\c proved effective in oilier slales or eotmlries or 
CA publicly owned nlililies like SMl'D 
energy eosls and rales Ilian CA lOl’s. WI!M also established lhal I he 
potential shulilow n anil replaeemeiil of nuclear power is appropriate lo 
address in I he I.TI’I*. Moth Track I and 2 decisions clarified I he loading 
order and ordered nlililies lo embrace il in "ongoing" procurement. While 
the future savings lhal lliis is likely to produce are in llie billions of dollars, 
il is not possible lo exactly quantify the amounts, given llie varying

CPUC Verified
12

all of vvhicli resull in lower
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effectiveness willi which titi]i!ic^ may implcmcnl ihc Commission's orders 
and actually rcali/c these sav ings. Many questions ol' rules, methodology, 
renew aides ''integration." local capacity anil replacement of specific 
resources, including nuclear power, were kicked forward into the next
ltpp. "
b. Reasonableness of Hours Claimed.
WLM's claim is verv reasonable. The Commission had the benefit of our 
deep knowledge ofenergv cfficiencv issues from a decade of imokemeni 
in CPLC Id- proceedings as well as our lamiliarilv with best practices from 
around the nation for utilizing Id-, in procurement: our nuclear expertise 
draws on 50 vears experience with this issue and close involvement with 
international efforts to learn from the I ukushima nuclear disaster.

c. Allocation of Hours by Issue
Issues
10" o l nreliabilitv and costs of nuclear power given what we arc learning 
from Lukushima
10"n Alternative procurement plan (methodologv for planning and utili/ing 
clean alternatives to replace nuclear power and OTC gas resources 
according to the Loading Order)
3"„ Short-term clean resource planning (e.g. for potential sudden loss of 
nuclear power)
10"n lOl.s bundled program plans 
10"ii Svstem planning
l"n Relationship of utility procurement to Ct As and DAs 
N"n Local capacilv area planning 
N",i Loading Order
V’,1 lOl s procurement methodologv as a barrier to the Loading order 
5"ii Standardized Planning Assumptions overall issues 
5" n Lncerlainlv of'""uncommitted incremental energv cfficiencv" 
assumptions (current LL programs)
4"n Difficulties of planning with LL and local solar resources "embedded" 
in demand forecasts
N"n l se of energv cfficiencv as capacilv. as ISO-New Lngland is doing
4"u Participation of demand resources in RI-'Os
2"n Renewables integration
4" n Interconnection of small renewables
l"n L'scol'LL IdrCilKi reductions
5"ii (ieneral Participation (not associated with particular issue)

B. Specific Claim:

13 Claimed CPUC Award

ATTORNEY, EXPERT, AND ADVOCATE FEES

I Total $HoursHours Rate Basis for Rate* Total S RateItem Year
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Barbara George 
R0802007 
Barbara George 
R0802007 
Barbara George 
R1005006 
Barbara George 
R1005006

170 D1009039 $1,232.502008 7.25

179 D1009039 $3,570.002009 21

D1202034$175 $3,500.002010 20

D1202034

request increase 
based on added 

years of 
experience

$175 $64,837.52011 370.5

180Barbara
GeorgeRI 005006 $6,390.002012 35.5

Subtotal: $79,530.0
Barbara 
C iconic
K()sn:onv

I)|d09059170
2008 7.25 si.252.5(1

Barbara 
(iconic 
I<( 18112007

l’() l)lon»o59
2000 21 s5.5 7-o.oo

Barbara 
(iconic 
K1005000

1)120205 1
2010 20 SI 75 $5,500.00

Barbara 
(iconic 
K 1005000

1)120205 I
20 1 I 570.5 SI 75 $64,857.5

Barbara 
(iconic 
K 1005000

request increase 
based on added 

years of experience
180

2012 55.5 so.5‘)o.oo
Subtotal: Subtotal:79,550.00

OTHER FEES
Describe here what OTHER HOURLY FEES you are Claiming (paralegal, travel **, etc.):

Total $Item Year Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Total S Hours Rate

S[Person IJ“If mm15
[Person 2J

Subtotal: Subtotal:

INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM PREPARATION **
Total $Total SItem Hours Rate Basis for Rate* Hours RateYear

Barbara 
C iconic 
K0SU2007

16
2008 5.75 85 mill 19059 488.75

Barbara 
(iconic 
K 1005000

DI20205I
2010 2.5 87.50 $218.75

Barbara 
C iconic 
U 1005000

1)120205 1
2012 10.75 87.50 si.507.50
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Subtotal: $2,215.00 Subtotal:

COSTS

Detail Amount# Item Amount17
Subtotal: Subtotal:

TOTAL AWARD $:TOTAL REQUEST S: 81.745.00

When entering items, type over bracketed text; add additional rows as necessary.
*lf hourly rate based on CPUC decision, provide decision number; otherwise, attach rationale.
**Travel and Reasonable Claim preparation time typically compensated at Vi of preparer’s normal hourly rate.

C. Attachments Documenting Specific Claim and Comments on Part III (Claimant 
completes; attachments not attached to final Decision):

Attachment or 
Comment #

Description/Comment18
Certificate of Service

D. CPUC Disallowances, Adjustments, and Comments (CPUC completes):

# Reason

19
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PART IV: OPPOSITIONS AND COMMENTS
Within 30 days after service of this Claim, Commission Staff 

or any other party may file a response to the Claim (see § 1804(c))

(CPUC completes the remainder of this form)

A. Opposition: Did any party oppose the Claim?

If so:

Party Reason for Opposition CPUC Disposition

B. Comment Period: Was the 30-day comment period waived (see 
Rule 14.6(2)(6»?

If not:

Party Comment CPUC Disposition

FINDINGS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to Decision (D.)1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

1. The Claim, with any adjustment set forth above, [satisfies/fails to satisfy] all 
requirements of Public Utilities Code §§ 1801-1812.

ORDER
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Claimant is awarded $1.

Within 30 days of the effective date of this decision, 
total award, [for multiple utilities: “Within 30 days of the effective date of this 
decision, A, A, and A shall pay Claimant their respective shares of the award, based 
on their California-jurisdictional [industry type, for example, electric] revenues for 
the A calendar year, to reflect the year in which the proceeding was primarily 
litigated.”] Payment of the award shall include interest at the rate earned on prime, 
three-month commercial paper as reported in Federal Reserve Statistical Release 
FI. 15, beginning
and continuing until full payment is made.

shall pay Claimant the2.

, the 75th day after the filing of Claimant’s request,, 200

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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